Who.are.The.Impact?
The Impact was born from the union of 5 gifted musicians from various cultures creating
an original sound deeply rooted in electric Jazz. In one hand, you can find a taste of
fusion with Middle-Eastern music, specifically Israel folk music and powerful Flamenco
vocal ornamentations. These individuals, hailing from five different countries and three
continents, have come together to create a new musical journey: The Impact.

T he. B and
Isabel Bermejo, born in Spain leads the band with her strong vocals and compositions
using her voice in a very special way. She is able to go from soft and flexible lines to
heavy screams. Isabel steps on stage like a warrior, pure musicality and character.
Guitarist Michalis Michailidis hails from the seductive city of Thessaloniki, Greece, brings
to the band a very unique sound thanks to his restless relationship with sounds and
effects. This perfectly identifies his entire existence and his strong commitment to music.
Madrid’s contribution to the band is the drummer Javi Herrero whose beats never sound
the same. His playing it's always energetic and risky, Javi has the ability to transmit his
spirit
with
every
sound.
The mexican piano player Daniel Vadillo commands the passionate lines and harmonies
on the piano. His sound is pure sensitivity and makes you dream far from the noise of
the city. The double bass player from Austria, Johannes Fend, is, with no doubt, a
musician with a lot to say. His creativity and strong sense of improvisation has no limits
and
will
surprise
you
for
sure.

T he. E P
Stories - The first EP of the band released in January 2018 - as a small sample of its
musical proposal, is a conceptual work in which four stories are told. These stories are
located in different countries and times: Egypt, Israel, Spain and Greece. These stories
tell the concerns and experiences of characters in past lives though melodies and
words in Spanish and Ladino (Jewish Spanish).
Recorded as a live session and in a limited time to preserve spontaneity, this ep is a
starting point for a promising future. Undoubtedly they have managed to combine the
most unexpected elements to make something new. You only can understand it when
you listen to it.
EP – Stories 2018
1.
2.
3.
4.

La Fuente de mi alma
Rav todot
La bulería y el gato
Tuca

T he. S how
The band is characterized by its powerful staging and eclectic live show. They want to
bring a magical experience with lots of energy but also a reflective, comfortable and
solid space. The show has a connecting thread, they often use visual art to help
describe their stories and Isabel is the perfect leader conducting the show.
If you see the band live we promise you that they will not go through your life in sile nce,
something will break inside you, and they have the tools to make an impact on you
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